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I. INTRODUCTION.

Neutral strange particle production in charged-current v

interactions have been studied in the Fermilab 15-foot neon bubble

chamber. The reactions studied included:

i/ + Ne -> iu"K°X, K° -> x+ n~ 2279 decays

v + Ne -> ,u"A X, A° -> *•" p 1843 decays

v + Ne -> p.'K X, A0 -> JT+ p 93 decays

Associated production is expected to be the major source of

strange particles in charged-current neutrino interactions since the

d-quark is the only valence quark the neutrino interacts with, and

makes a strange quark only via a Cabibbo disfavored process; strange

quarks must be ejected from the sea. Other processes, such as charm

production and interactions with sea quarks are expected to be small.

The sample described here, from 61,800 charged-current events, is

used to provide insight into these ideas. Other topics include:
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the first clear observation of 2° production (94 examples) and E~

production (4 examples) by neutrinos.

the dependence on various leptonic and hadronic variables is

investigated.

a fit to single and associated production of s, s/s, and c quarks

is described based on the numbers of single and double strange

particle production events.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The beam used in this experiment was the Fermilab double horn-

focussed wide band v beam. The primary proton beam was extracted at

an energy of 400 GeV in a fast spill (-20 /isec) with an average

intensity of 10 protons per pulse incident on the production target.

The resulting neutrino spectrum peaked at 23 GeV, with about 10% of

the events above 100 GeV; the average neutrino energy was 46 GeV.

The detector was the Fermilab 15-foot bubble chamber filled with

a "heavy" neon-hydrogen mixture (61% atomic neon). The chamber liquid

had a radiation length of 40 cm, so that electrons were easily

identified providing a clear distinction between 7 pair production and

neutral strange particle decay (V°). All 7's were measured to

estimate the n° energy in each event. The interaction length was 125

cm providing a clean identification of muons; the fastest negative

leaving track in each event was taken to be the muon. The

"punch-through" of pions which thereby simulated muons was 9.1%.

The film was scanned for all charged current events having at

least one V°. To be accepted, an event had to meet the following

criteria: ft' momentum greater than 2 GeV/c, V° length greater than

1 cm, V° potential length greater than 10 cm, and visible energy in

excess of 10 GeV.

All such events were measured and processed through our version

of the geometrical reconstruction program TVGP and the kinematic

fitting program SQUAW. For each V° the following hypotheses were
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tried as constrained fits to the production vertex: K -» it n~,
+- + .

A -» pw , A -• T p, and 7p -* (p)e e . Fits were required to have two or
2

three degrees of freedom, and a x less than five times the number of

constraints.

This sample of events, consisting of 2279 K , 1843 A, and 93 A,

will be referred to as the strange charged-current (SCC) sample. It

will be compared with a random charged-current (RCC) sample, selected

randomly, without regard to the presence or absence of strangeness.

After all cuts, the RCC sample consisted of about 2500 events.

The measurement of events in both samples included all the

charged tracks at the primary vertex, and all the visible associated

neutrals (7's, V°'s and neutron interactions). We then corrected for

the estimated 20% of the hadronic energy missing .

III. PRODUCTION RATES

To calculate V° production rates, it was necessary to correct the

observed number of V 's for various efficiencies and backgrounds. The

ten correction factors included corrections for geometric detection

efficiency, interaction before decay, low-lifetime loss, slow decay

prong, punch-through background, fake fits, random scan efficiency,

reconstruction efficiency, branching ratio, and ambiguity resolution.

The major contribution comes from the branching ratio to undetected

(all neutral) decay modes which is well known; it includes a factor of

2 for 1^, so that our "K°" rates include K° and K°. The average total

weights are K°: 4.56 ± 0.23, A: 2.18 ± 0.12, and A: 3.08 ± 0.41.

Inclusive V° production rates as a fraction of all charged-

current events are shown in Table I. They are based on a total

charged-current sample of 61800 ± 2800 events with Eu > 10 GeV and

P > 2 GeV/c.
v

In Table II we give the observed number of events and corrected

rates for 11 specific single-, double-, and triple-V production

channels. The rates are the solutions of 11 simultaneous equations;
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for example, the number of observed single-K° events is written as the

sum over the true rates for each of the 11 channels multiplied by the

probability for that channel to be observed as a single K° and no

other neutral strange particle.

TABLE I

Total Inclusive Strange Particle Production Rates. The A rate

includes A's from 2° decay. The K° rate includes (K° + K°).

Particle

K°
A

A

2°
H"

Observed

2279

1843

93

94

4

Corrected

10392

4018

286

713

36

Rate per charged-current event

0.168 ± 0.012

0.065 ± 0.005

0.0046 ± 0.0008

0.011 ± 0.003

(6 ± 4) x 10"4

TABLE II

Single, Double and Triple V° Production Rates. Note that X does not

contain a visible V°. K° includes K° + K°.

v Ne
p.

p.

fi

ft

ft

li

Reaction

"K°X

"A X

"A x

'K°K°X

"K°AX

"K°AX

"AA X

"AA X

•K°K°K° x

•K°K°A x

"K°AA X

Ooserved

events

Single-V°

1834

1569

79

Double-V°

100

205

6

20

8

Triple-V°

4

8

5

Rate per charged-
current event

( 8.0 ± 0.8) x 10"2

( 3.2 ± 0.3) x 10"2

( 2.4 + 0.6) x 10'3

( 1.6 ± 0.8) x 10"2

( 2.3 ± 0.4) x 10'2

( 1.4 ± 0.5) x 10"3

( 1.6 ± 6.9) x 10"4

( 9 ± 3 ) x 10"4

( 6 ± 3 ) x 10"3

( 6 ± 2 ) x 10"3

( 2 ± 1 ) x 10"3
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Strange particle production has been studied previously both in

neutrino ' and antineutrino " experiments. In Table III we

compare our results with some of these earlier measurements. The

statistical richness of this experiment should be emphasized; we have

more events than all the other experiments combined.

TABLE III

Comparison of Results on K and A production by v and u

Preference (GeV) N.
K

This exp. »/Ne 46 2279 0.168±0.012 1843 0.065±0.005 0.39±0.04

All others combined: 1980 1257

9

10

10

8

7

5

4

6

3

13

12

13

13

15

11

vNe

vn

i/p

vp

vp

i/p

"P
vd

i/Fr

;Ne

j/n

v-p

;Ne

vo

103

62

62

-45

43

-45

-45

- 3

- 3

8

81

45

45

-45

-45

203

234

154

23

359

89

19

13

14

82

64

95

193

350

88

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

23010

20810

17710

15 10

17510

024+0

071+0.

219+0.

219+0.

22210.

164+0.

15110.

.017

.016

.016

.04

.009

.009

,008

028

025

018

009

032

98

157

• 7 7

4

180

58

20

26

40

76

37

68

113

257

46

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.05710

. 071+0

.04310

.04510

.02810

.03110,

,06510.

08210.

07010.

06310.

04510.

.007

.007

.006

.004

.010

.004

012

012

008

004

009

0

0

0

0

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.2510

.34+0

.24+0

.26+0

.17+0

.4310.

30+0.

3710.

3210.

38+0.

3010.

.03

.05

.04

.03

.61

.07

05

07

05

03

09

Rj. and R. are inclusive rates as a fraction of all charged-current

events. N., and N, are the raw, observed numbers of V°'s.
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IV. 2 and H" Production.

The A7 effective mass

distribution, shown in

Figure 1, exhibits & very

clear signal at the 2° mass.

A fit to the distribution,

using a Gaussian shape for

the 2° and a third-order

polynomial background, which

had a * 2 of 23.5 for 24

degress of freedom, is shown

as the solid line, while the

dashed line indicates the

fitted background. The fit

yielded a total of 94 + 25

2°'s with a mass of M - 1195

± 2 MeV and a width of a - 8

± 2 MeV. The mass is Figure 1: Effective mass of the A7

system, using fitted A and 7.consistent with the world

average of 1192.5 MeV, and

the width coincides with our mass resolution in the A7 system at the

mass.

To obtain the 2° rate, it is necessary to weight the 2° for both

the A and 7 detection efficiencies. The sources of 7 losses include

(average weights given in parentheses): geometric detection efficiency

(1.33), low-energy e~ prongs (1.16), Short projected e~ tracks on film

(1,37), poor e~ track visibility (1.03), and random 7 scan efficiency

(1.69). The overall average weight for 7's was 3.18 ± 0.31. The

total inclusive 2° production rate is then (1.1 ± 0.3)% of all charged

current events. The fraction of all A's coming from 2° decay is

(16 ± 5)%. To our knowledge, this is the first measurement of 2°

production in neutrino interactions.
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E" production in neutrino interactions has not been previously

reported.' The cross section is expected to be small since double

s-quark production is needed to produce a strangeness -2 particle.

Approximately one-third of the film was scanned for events in

which a V° pointed to a kink on a negative track. Candidates were

measured and a kinematic fit made to the hypothesis S* -• Aw , A -• p**.

In addition to the selection criteria imposed on the entire SCC

sample, two additional requirements were imposed: a) the S track

length must exceed 1 cm and b) the muon candidate was required to be

the fastest leaving negative track as well as the track with the

largest transverse momentum with respect to the vector sum of the

other track momenta. This was intended to reduce the background due

to K. interactions.

Five events satisfied all these criteria of which one was induced
-4

by v. The four v events correspond to a rate of (6 ± 4)xlO of all

charged-current events including a correction of 0.5 ± 0.5 events for

the only significant background -- that of K. interaction. This rate
-4

is comparable with the rate for AA production (1.6 + 6.9) x 10 ,

which also requires two s-quarks. None of the events is compatible

with E production giving a 90%-confidence-level upper limit on the

probability for producing E times the branching ratio for the decayc -4E -• S plus charged pions of 4 x 10 , expressed as a fraction of the

cross section for all charged-current events.

V. DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS.

To investigate strange particle production mechanisms we consider

next the differential distributions for K and A production.

To obtain the rates for these variables, we obtained distributions of

each variable for the SCC and RCC samples separately, and then divided

them after appropriate normalization. W > 2 GeV was required in both

samples to avoid the strangeness threshold.

There are striking differences between the K° and A as
2

illustrated by Figures 2 (E ), 3 (W ), and 4b (yB). The production
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2 2
rate of A is essentially independent of E , Q , U and yR - (E^ -

E )/E , while the K rate increases sharply with all of these

variables. A simple interprstation is that the A is produced in the

target fragmentation region, and is generally independent of the

energy of the W coming from the leptonic vertex. By contrast, the K°

is in the current jet where the s (or s) quark is picked up from the

sea, and this process is increasingly favored as the W energy rises.

This is in agreement with the independence of both the K° and A rates

of x_(Figure 4). x_ is the fraction of the nucleon momentum carried

by the struck quark and the production of K° is determined primarily

not by the struck quark, but rather by the W .

Ul

20 SO
E, (G.V)

Figure 2: Inclusive V production

rates as a function of incident

neutrino energy.
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Figure 3: Inclusive V production Figure 4: Inclusive V production
2

rates as a function of W , the as a function of the Bjorken

invariant hadronic mass squared. scaling variables x» and y^.
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The x_ distributions (Figure 5) show the A to be backward,

characteristic of a target fragmentation process, and the K° central

but somewhat forward, as expected from its production in the current

jet. The asymmetry parameters

A - (Np - Nfl)/(NF + Nfi)

are Aj.o - 0.16 ± 0.02 and A - -0.71 ± 0.02. These are comparable to

or significantly less than other experiments. The pions are produced

in a narrow region around x? - 0; their asymmetry parameters are A+ -

+0.004 ± 0.012 and A - -0.082 ± 0.017.
100 p

D
10 =

O.I

0.01

0.001

Air—

•A

0.2 0.4 0.S 0.8 1.0

Fig. 5: Feynman x distributions

for a) K°, and b) A°.

Fig. 6: Normalized distributions

in the fragmentation variable z

for K°, A, w+, and x~.

Figure 6 shows the normalized z distribution for K°, A, JT , and

* , where the fragmentation variable z is the fraction of the

corrected hadronic energy carried by the particle. Note the

statistically good information over more than four decades. The

strange particle distributions turn over at low z, due in part to mass

effects.
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In the region 0 < PT < 0.5

(GeV/c)2, the ?^ distributions for

K° and A can be fit by a simple

exponential of the form A exp (-

BP_2). QCD predicts that <PT >

should increase with Q and

decrease with xfi. We see no such

effect, as illustrated in Figure 7,

whether PT is measured relative to

the W+ direction or to the

experimentally more precise "lepton

plane", the plane containing the
2

neutrino and the muon, <Pj >QUT'

There is a clear increase with

W at least for the K°.

Fig. 7: Average transverse momentum

squared as a function of x^.

VI. RATES FOR SINGLE AND ASSOCIATED S-QUARK PRODUCTION.

As described in the Introduction, the primary mechanism for

strange-particle production is expected to be associated production of

an si quark pair. It is possible to produce a single s-quark via

charm production, although single s-quark production has no simple

production mechanism. ,

The aim of the fit described here is to use our measured rates

for single- and double-V° production to derive:

R , the rate for associated production, and

Re, the rate for single s-quark production (via charm),s

We define the following probabilities:

P - the probability that an s-quark appears as a meson (not baryon)

pS" - the probability that an s-quark appears as a meson (not baryon)

p A S M- the probability that a strange meson will appear electrically
MV +

neutral (not as a K or K )

p - the probability that a strange baryon will appear electrically

neutral (not as a S or 2 )
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We have fit the seven appropriate expressions involving these

parameters to the seven single and double V production rates shown in
9

Table II, excluding AA. The fit was reasonable (x - 1.4 for 2

degrees of freedom), and yielded the following results:

R.p - 0.195 ± 0.014 Associated Production is dominant.

Rs - 0.050 ± 0.015 Charm Production. Consistent with the charged-

current ft'e rate of 0.5% and a roughly correct

10% branching rate for charm into e .

P - 0.445 ± 0.040
Sri

PASM " 0-945 + 0.010 Almost one; for an s-quark to make an

antibaryon, it must pick up two antiquarks from

the sea whereas to make a meson, it needs only

one u- or d-quark.

Pfiv - 0.414 ± 0.029

Pj-. - 0.500 ± 0.040 Expected, since neon is isoscalar.

Finally, we note that our fitted results, assuming associated

production and charm production both take place, but double associated
-4production does not, predict 2.4 x 10 for the AA channel (which was

-4not used in the fit), whereas the measured rate is (1.6 ± 6.9)xl0

VII. CONCLUSIONS.

We have studied strange-particle production in v -Ne

charged-current interactions, using a sample of 4215 fitted V 's

corresponding to 61,800 charged-current events. This sample is larger

than all previous samples combined. Inclusive V° production rates as

a fraction of all charged-current events are measured and are shown in

Tables I and II. The A/K ratio is 0.39 ± 0.04 and the fraction of A

coming from S° is (16 ± 5) %.

The single- and double-V production was used to determine that

associated ss production occurs at a (19.5 ± 1.4)% rate while single

s-quark production, presumably via charm production, occurs at a

(5.0 ± 1.5)% rate.
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The A comes from target fragmentation and its rate is independent
0 0 n

of E , Q , W , x_, and y . The K is produced in the current jet and
" 2 Z

increases with E , Q , W , and y_, but is independent of x...

The PT distribution for both the K and A can be described by a
2 2

simple exponential. Neither <PT > or <PT >nr shows significant

variation with Q or x_, as predicted by QCD, but an increase with W

is observed.
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